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Thoughts to ponder…
HAIR
In recent times, the topic of hairstyles in schools has come under
the spotlight and sparked much public debate and comment.
Schools, with the best of intentions to maintain standards, have
often been excluded from this discourse. Here at WPPS, we
acknowledge that there is a need to consider a person’s identity,
individualism and preference; however, hair is also entangled with
issues of uniformity, our history in SA, gender, culture and race –
so this is a complex matter. Given it’s complexity, one needs to
ask, therefore, should the school goers be the ones who lead with
ideas on this? Should society and parents not permit schools to
tread more carefully, move slower and give the children the skills
for effective discourse first and then, perhaps, the school
principals lead with ideas on changing policies? I also question the
sense in allowing children to make choices on gender, identity and
individualism, yet not hold them accountable for their effort or
performance. This is a generalisation of course, but you
understand my logic. Consequently, we ask our parent body to
support our stance regarding hair at WPPS – that boys’ hair must
be neat, trimmed and well-kept at all times, thus not drawing
attention to themselves. No gel, hair colouring or extravagant
hairstyles are allowed. As a school, we will not avoid discussing
this issue, and we undertake to do this with the parents in forums
like the Inclusivity and Awareness Committee, the Class Reps
meetings, the Board meetings etc. I also invite you to write to me
to express your views. Please email me at naidoo@wpps.org.za.
EDUCATION
Many departments within the school are continuously thinking
strategically about how we achieve our vision of awakening
potential, inspiring and empowering every boy to become a
solutionary for our tomorrow. As Chairperson of the Education
Committee, you can imagine that this is at the forefront of my
thinking as well. Consequently, I delved a little into what skills
solutionairies need. Although there are several books published
on this matter, I will highlight a few essential skills - critical and
analytical thinking, collaboration, ownership of the problem, logic,
adaptability, agility, curiosity, initiative and imagination. I asked
myself, “is there anything we do in a big way that undermines or
hinders the development of these skills?” I became afraid of my
answer. It got me thinking critically of pupil support, the need for
tutors and remedial interventions.

reinforcement of what they cannot do instead of developing what
they are good at. It also alters a person’s mindset, as it usually
ignores developmental speed for the sake of immediate success.
Passion, therefore, is lost! Many of these programmes are essentially a recipe and not a process. It would be damaging to believe
that every child can develop or learn at the same pace. And, if we
acknowledge that there is a huge demand for it, then surely the
problem is not with the children, but the environment.
I have seen enormous success in academic support and remediation when a physiological learning problem exists; but when the
need is created by a desire to attain the commercialised product,
the problem is not with the children, but with the society that
demands that product. How can we develop solutionairies if the
aim is to make everything convenient?
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING
This programme has received a lot of attention at WPPS and continues to do so. The chickens are well (at the time of writing this
article), the climbing wall, surprisingly, is still attached to the wall,
the tree houses were superbly positioned for the viewing of the
lunar eclipse, and the programmes reaching out to the boys cognitively are gaining traction. There are a few things that remain,
however, and perhaps these points can steer some of the conversations we have:
 Your child’s success, or lack of it, does not indicate what kind
of parent you are or we as teachers. But having a child who is
coachable, teachable, a great teammate, mentally tough,
resilient and who tried his best is a direct reflection of it.
 Instead of the usual how was your day? How was school?
What did you learn or do? Rather ask – Who were you kind to
today? Who was kind to you? Did you make a new friend?
What good deed did you do? Did you say thank you to your
teachers? Did you thank your mom or dad for…?
LOST (ABANDONED) PROPERTY
The pictures tell some of the story. The various creative and punitive measures we are trying are not sufficient to teach the boys
the skill of taking care of their possessions.

When a child is aware of the sessions that are to take place in the
afternoons, I notice that they are less inclined to take
accountability for their learning in the day. Class time is more an
opportunity to socialise, thus undermining the learning of others.
Furthermore, the extra sessions are designed to be high in impact
and effect, therefore, making this more coaching and less
educational in its focus; there is no time for the assimilation of
skills, knowledge, and learning. In addition, the children lose a
sense of their own ability and strength, and the goal is then the
commercialised product. This is further damaging as it is a
celebrating life and learning
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At WPPS, we have tried charging an amount of money for every
item that is in Lost Property. The parents pay this cost, and the
boy who left/abandoned/lost his items does not usually feel any
effects. We have asked the boys to hand in an item, for a period of
three weeks, that they value before they collect their Lost Property. This has resulted in property not getting collected.
We handed the lost items back at the assembly, but the time it
took to handle the volume meant that there was no time left for
meaningful messages and vital administrative details to be given.
We kept the boys back after school on a Friday to hand the lost
property back, but many were at sport. The list of items found and
the owner is published on the school app. Although we can make
staff available for longer periods so that items can be
collected, the point is that boys need to take better care of their
possessions and be more responsible. To this end, we are taking a
more teachable approach. The boys who are on Community
Service will divide the clothing up into the various Grades, and the
teachers will hand it back during the lessons on Friday, using that
as a teachable moment. We implore you, therefore, to also teach
your son about packing his bags so that he knows what is in it.
Then, knowing what went into it, he can check at the end of the
day if he has everything.
WAYNE NAIDOO

Old Boy, Kyle Deans visiting Barlow House

Thought for the Week
“Reading and writing are the most nourishing forms of meditation
anyone has so far found."
American writer Kurt Vonnegut (1922-2007)
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Weekly Sports Wrap
RUGBY
Last Saturday’s fixtures were against Sweet Valley. The games
were competitive throughout most of the age groups with
Wetpups managing to score some entertaining tries. Special
mention must be made of the 1st XV that managed to string
together 197 passes in their 50 minutes of play.
On Tuesday and Wednesday we played against Sun Valley. The
games were very captivating and closely contested. This
afternoon we take on Kirstenhof in an afternoon/evening fixture.
The boys are very excited about the prospect of playing under
lights.
Next week’s games will be another round of midweek fixtures
against Bishops, which will take place on Tuesday and
Wednesday before the long weekend.
HOCKEY
Last week’s fixtures against Rondebosch, were always going to
test us. We are proud of our results, especially amongst the
senior teams, where we came away with some very good wins, a
number of hard fought draws and, unfortunately, a few losses
but, at the end of the day, good competitive fixtures are what we
strive for.

Grade 1R reading to their friends

Unfortunately, our juniors had a much tougher time, with the
balance of the results going in Rondebosch’s favour. However,
true character is shown when teams put up a good fight against
an opposition they know is better, and a number of our junior
teams did just that. Once again, our U11A boys showed huge
determination, trailing by a single goal at the break. Although
Rondebosch took the game away from them in the second half,
this was a much improved performance against a very strong
opponent that had to work much harder for their victory this
time around. Well done boys!
Owing to the Women’s Day long weekend, there will be no
fixtures next week.
SQUASH
Last Friday our A and B teams played matches against SACS and
Wynberg. Special mention must be made of Carl van
Wyngaarden who lost narrowly to a Western Province ranked
player, and Adam Vally Mahomed who played one of the best
games of squash we've seen this year. Our boys have shown a
great deal of determination this year, particularly our juniors; it is
encouraging to see how far they have come given the limited
time they have spent on the court. We wish all the teams the
best of luck this Friday against Camps Bay and Bishops.

Junior Choir

CROSS COUNTRY
Last Friday the Circuit Championship took place at Sun Valley.
Ilyaas van Graan, Thomas Macdonald and Jake Fenn took part on
Wednesday in the Zonal Champs at Strandfontein.
Please remember there will be no more runs on a Friday, but do
join us in the forest on a Tuesday to keep fit.
The Inter-House Cross Country (compulsory for Grades N - 7)
takes place on 8 September.

Alumni News
Many boys have signed up for the Junior Choir this term, but we
are still short on Grade 2 boys. The Junior Choir is open to Grades
1 to 3 boys. Contact Mrs Wibberley if you would like your son to
audition, please email wibberley@wpps.org.za

Our very own School of Rock Star, Ben Reid. We are so very proud
of him. Follow Ben's link (2017)
https://www.facebook.com/schoolofrockclaremont/
videos/2170821276480786/?fref=mentions
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Grade 7 Outing with PSFA
This week our Grade 7 boys had the opportunity to visit Rosmead
Central Primary School with the Peninsula School Feeding
Association to gain a clearer understanding of what the PSFA does.
Later this year, they will be organising their annual #Run4PSFA
24-hour marathon to raise funds for this worthy cause.
The boys assisted with serving meals to the children, washing dishes and packing away tables. They also enjoyed joining the learners
in break-time games.
For more information on this association please visit http://
www.psfa.org.za/
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Grade 7 Outing with PSFA cont/d
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Grade 1 Story Writing
using a Dictionary
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Grade 1 Pamper Party & T-bag
Design Sale
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